This generalizes [2] where it was shown that any locally uniformly rotund equivalent norm on a closed subspace of a separable Banach space X can be extended to such a norm on X.
By a subspace we mean a closed linear subspace, sp L denotes the linear hull of L and x->x stands for the quotient map X-+X/Y if Y is a subspace of X.
Let us recall that a norm 11 11 on a Banach space X is locally uniformly rotund (LUR) Then, easily, the Minkowski functional of conv (JB U Bl) is the desired norm on X(cf. e.g., [4] , [2] ).
Furthermore, let {α J^U aX/Y, a n Φθ be a dense subset of Xj Y. Let S: X/Y-> X denote the Bartle-Graves continuous selection map (Sx e x) and a n = Sd n .
For neN (N positive integers), choose f n e X*, f n {a n ) -1, ||/ Λ || = PJΓ 1 , /» = 0 on y and denote by P n (x) = f n (x)a n , Pή = I -P n where I is the identity map on X.
Consider
where c = Σ?=i (1 + \\P n \\)~22-n , || || is an equivalent LUR norm on X/Γ( [3] ). Then (i) ||| ||| is an equivalent norm on X which agree with || | [ To see (ii), assume there is an ε > 0 such that (1) and (2) Ills-a JII >e and find a contradiction.
From (1), Thus, by (6') f (7'), e/2 ^ ||P;(ί/ Bo ) -P; -(OH = HfΛ., -O|. So, ||» -2/|| ^ ||» -2« 0 || + Hl/ Mo -2 Ko || + \\y ΛB + »|| ^ (3/4)β < ε, a contradiction.
We finish the note with the following Question. Can Theorem 1 be generalized for the case of weakly compactly generated XjYt
